
Dear members,
        Winter is almost here.  HIYA would like to recommend the following cultural 
events to be held in Hong Kong in November 2020.  These events not only showcase 
artworks, but also provide detailed history on how the artworks were created.  We want 
to emphasize that if one wants to explore the value of an art exhibition, one must first 
understand the historical backgrounds of the artworks being exhibited.   

       On November 25, 2020, Hong Kong Museum of Arts (HKMOA) will present an 
exhibition titled “Ordinary to Extraordinary: Stories of the Museum”.The exhibition 
will showcase exceptional works curated from the four core collections of the Museum 
– Chinese Antiquities, Chinese Painting and Calligraphy, China Trade Art, Modern and 
Hong Kong Art. By sharing the fascinating stories behind these masterpieces, HKMOA 
hope to take you down memory lane, to revisit the little-known anecdotes of the 
museum throughout its 57 legendary years since its founding.



Date:   November 25, 2020
Time:  10:00 – 18:00
Venue:10 Salisbury Road, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon Hong Kong
For more details：https://bit.ly/3eMLIPj



On November 20, 2020, as part of the Women's Flower Lecture Series, Japanese painter 
Mango Naoko will give a webminar titled “Japan-The Cat-Tea Cafe”.  This webminar is 
sponsored by HIYA and Hong Kong Taiwan Ladies’Association. Naoko was born in 
Kanagawa prefecture of Japan and has settled in Hong Kong with her husband since 2013. 
Naoko is actually a cat fancier and she uses cats as protagonists with Hong Kong scenes as 
backgrounds to create the famous illustrations series, "Cat of Hong Kong". 

Zoom Webminar : “Japan-The Cat-Tea Cafe” 
Date and Time: 14:00 – 15:30 Friday November 20, 2020
Meeting ID: 820 8589 7208
Pass Code: 341854
Host: Mango Naoko

Text from the famous Chinese book “Decoration History”- “After pass down from 

generations, none of the old paintings nor calligraphy are in perfect shape. If you want to 

restore them, you need to act as a doctor treating a patient.  A good doctor with good 

medicine will quickly cure the patient.  An incompetent doctor prescribing wrong 

medicine will kill the patient instantly.”



HIYA supports various forms of artistic interaction. Members are welcome 
to share the latest art activities and works with us. Our society will also assist 
members in organizing and holding individual exhibitions. Learn to know 
more about our latest art activities and HIYA, please follow our website and 
social medias.

Best Regards,
Hong Kong International Youth Artists Society

Art Box will hold a Mount Painting workshop on November 14, 2020. Mounting 
improves the quality and color of  Chinese ink  on rice paper.  It is like injecting new 
life to the paper, making it look strong and beautiful, and easier for keeping.

Our workshop has invited a world renowned expert in antique restoration to teach 
various techniques on how to mount paintings.  Participants of the workshop will learn 
the basic skills of mounting their own paintings.  These exercises will only further 
enhance their understanding of art creation. To join our workshop, please
 call or WhatsApp 9062 1702 for details.


